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MORITA THEOREMS FOR FUNCTOR CATEGORIES

BY

D. C. NEWELL

Abstract.    We generalize the Morita theorems to certain functor categories using

properties of adjoint functors.

Let sé and 38 be categories. Recall that sé and 38 are said to be equivalent if there

are functors u: sé -> {% and v:3S-^sé and natural isomorphisms of functors

•n: I => vu and e: uv => /', where /and /' denote the identity functors on sé and 38

respectively. When jé = JtR and 38 = Jis, where R and S are unitary rings and JtR

and Jis denote the categories of right /î-modules and right S-modules respectively,

the Morita theorems state that the pairs of functors (v, u),u: sé^ 38 and v : 3S -+sé,

which define an equivalence of categories between sé and 38 are in one-to-one

correspondence with bimodules RES which are R-S progenerators, the correspond-

ence being given by isomorphisms u^ <S)rE and t^Homs (is, ) (see [2], or

[1, Chapter II, §3] for a discussion of these theorems).

In general, the isomorphisms t/s <8>B E and P£ Homs (E, ) give a one-to-one

correspondence between bimodules RES and adjoint pairs (v, u) from ^#s to JiR

i.e. functors v: Jfs -> JiR having « as a left adjoint. Since the class of pairs (v, u)

which give an equivalence of categories is a subclass of the class of adjoint pairs,

one may view the Morita theorems as characterizing the corresponding subclass

of bimodules. In [4], we have shown that the class of adjoint pairs between certain

functor categories is in one-to-one correspondence with bifunctors in a manner

generalizing the above correspondence on module categories. In this paper, we

generalize the Morita theorems to characterize those bifunctors which give an

equivalence of functor categories.

Our exposition and results parallel [2], but our proofs use properties of adjoint

functors and results of [4]. §1 summarizes these properties and results and intro-

duces the machinery for the rest of the paper, §2 generalizes the notion of "projec-

tives" and "generators" to bifunctors, §3 generalizes the notion of "Morita

context" to bifunctors, while §4 is devoted to our theorem.

Our results will be stated in the following setting: Ab will denote the category

of abelian groups, all of our categories will be preadditive, and all of our functors

will be additive. However, it is clear that our results will hold for ^"-categories,

where y is a closed category satisfying certain "completion" conditions.
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We shall always assume that we are in a proper set-theoretical setting so that our

functor categories are defined.

1. Adjoint functors, bifunctors, and duality. Let sé and 38 be two categories, and

let u: sé -> 38 and v: 38 -> sé be functors. Then (v, u) is an adjoint pair from 3S to sé

if m is a left adjoint to v i.e. for each pair of objects A of sé and B of 38, there is an

isomorphism natural in A and B

8(A, B): 38(uA, B) -> sé(A, vB)

(where we use the notation sé(A, A') to denote the set of morphisms in sé from the

object A to the object A'). Let Is/ and la denote the identity functors on sé and á?

respectively. Then if (v, u) is an adjoint pair from 38 to sé, we may define natural

transformations r¡: fi/ => vu and e: uv => 1$ by r¡A = 8(A, uA)(luA) for every object

A of sé and eb=8~1(vB, B)(lvB) for every object B of 38, where luA and lvS denote

the identity morphisms on the objects uA and uB respectively. We shall call rj and e

the unit and the counit of the adjoint pair (v, u) respectively. They satisfy the

following identities:

Ur¡ eu r¡v ve

(*) U =^ UVU =¥■ U =  1„, V =>■ VUV =>- V =   1„.

For a proof of this, or any property of adjoint pairs that we use in this paper,

we refer the reader to [5].

We shall let Adj (38, sé) denote the category whose objects are adjoint pairs (v, u)

from 38 to sé, and whose morphisms from an adjoint pair (v, u) to another (v1, u')

are natural transformations u => u (these are in one-to-one correspondence with

natural transformations v' => v).

We let the reader establish the fact that two functors u: sé ^ 38 and v: 38 -> sé

define an equivalence of categories if and only if (v, u) is an object of Adj (38, sé)

whose unit and counit are isomorphisms.

For a small (preadditive) category c€, let us set down the following notation

which we shall use throughout this paper. 9?° will denote the dual category of %

and for any object C of % ^(C, ): <€ -> Ab and <€( ,C):V°-> Ab will denote

the corresponding covariant and contravariant hom-functors. We shall also use ^

to denote the bifunctor^ , ): (€° xíí^ Ab (given on objects by <$( , )(C,C)

= ci(C, C')) if no confusion develops. [£, Ab] will denote the functor category

whose objects are (additive) functors from ^ to Ab and whose morphisms are

natural transformations. For Fand G objects of \€, Ab], we shall denote the set of

natural transformations from F to G by [F, G].

Let ^ and c6' be small categories, and let U: ^°x1"^ Ab be a bifunctor. In [4],

a functor

<g>* U: [<ë, Ab] -► [«", Ab]

is defined, and is characterized by the properties that it is right continuous (i.e.

preserves right limits) and, for every object C of c€, ̂ (C,   ) ®<¿ U= U(C,   ).
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Suppose t: [% Ab] —> [W, Ab] is a functor. Then there is a bifunctor Ut: Txif'

-> Ab, which we call the bifunctor corresponding to t, defined by

Ut(A, B) = t(V(A,    ))(B).

This bifunctor has the following property:

Theorem 1.1. Let t: \€, Ab] -> [#', Ab] èe a functor with corresponding bifunctor

Ut : W0 x <€' ~> Ab. Tfte« ///ere is a unique natural transformation

/or wA/'c/î Yt(f£(A, )) is the identity on Ut(A, ) for every object A of€. *¥t satisfies

the universal property that if U: c£° x^7' -> Ab is any bifunctor and X: ®# U => t

is any natural transformation, then there is a unique natural transformation of

bifunctors X: U => Utfior which the diagram

®<? IF

commutes. Furthermore, T¡ is an isomorphism if, and only if t is right continuous.

For a proof, one may see [4, 1.2 and 2.1] or supply the proof himself.    □

For U: ^° x <€' -> Ab a bifunctor, we define a functor

[U,    ]»-:[«", Ab] ̂  [if, Ab]

by [£/, G]v,(A) = [U(A,    ], G] for every functor G in [if', Ab] and for every object

A of'ë'. We restate [4, 1.3 and 2. 2] in the following:

Theorem 1.2. If U:%° xW ^ Ab is a bifunctor, then®(U) = ([U, ]v,, ®v U)

is an adjoint pair from [&', Ab] to [if, Ab] (which we shall call the adjoint pair

corresponding to U). The functor

<S>: pr.xiT, Ab] -* Adj (flT, Ab], [if, Ab])

defined by this correspondence is an equivalence of categories.    □

We remark that the "inverse" of <!> is the functor that assigns to each adjoint

pair (v, u) the bifunctor Uu corresponding to u.

For bifunctors U: <ë°x y.(€2 -> Ab and F: "^ x^3 -*■ Ab, we define a bifunctor

U ®i?2 V: (<g\ x ^3 -> Ab

by(t/(g>í?2 F)(^, C)=(Í7(^,   ) <g>í?2 F)(C). In [4,2.3] we have shown the following:

Proposition 1.3. LetU:^lx%-> Ab ana F: ÍTJ x % -*• Ab ¿>e bifunctors. Then

U ®ír2 F is the bifunctor corresponding to the composition of functors ( ®<g2 V) ■

(    ®Vx U).    D
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From this proposition, one easily shows that the tensor product of bifunctors is

associative.

Let Ux: ^3x<€2 -> Ab and U2:(€\xc€2^ Ab be two bifunctors. Then we define

a bifunctor

Hv2[Ux, U2]:V°xX> Ab

by Hv2[Ux, U2](A, C) = [UX(C, ), U2(A, )] for every object A of «i and C of if3

(note that UX(C, ) and U2(A, ) are functors in [if2, Ab]). Similarly, for bifunctors

Vx : i^ x if2 -> Ab and F2 : if Ï x if3 -> Ab, we define a bifunctor

//^[Fi, Va]:<V°ax'- Ab

by/Z^tF!, F2](/i, C) = [F1(    ,5), F2(   , C)}.

In the following, let us fix a bifunctor t/: të"5 x #'-> Ab, its corresponding

adjoint pair (v, u) in Adj ([*£", Ab], [if, Ab]) with unit -r/ : / => rw and counit e : wi> => /'

(/and /' being the identity functors on [% Ab] and [<£', Ab] respectively), recalling,

from 1.2, that      (g)«- l/=w and [t/,    ]«-=r.

We may define a natural transformation of bifunctors

a„: V-+HV.[U, £/]

by «^(d, C2)(f)—U(fi ) for every pair of objects Cx, C2 of ^ and for every

morphism /: Cx -> G2 in #. a^ may be described in another way as follows. One

sees by 1.1 that the bifunctor <S corresponds to /, so that one has an isomorphism

*F: ®<e'£=L Also, one easily checks that for any pair of objects C of ^ and C"

of if', HV.[U, U](C, C')?(vu(W(C, )))(C), so that HV\U, U] is the bifunctor

corresponding to vu, and consequently by 1.1 we have a natural transformation

*F lvHv.[U, U] => vu.

Proposition   1.4.   av is the unique natural transformation  of bifunctors for

which the diagram

V =>I

®«H«.[U,U\
T„ v

=> vu

commutes.

Proof. This follows directly from 1.1.    □

Associated to 17, we have two bifunctors U* and U* in [%'°xtf, Ab] defined by

U* = H<e\U,T] and USf = H'g[U, if]. Since, for any object C of if,

*'(«",   ) ®*. U* = [£/, if'(C,   )k- = o(«"(C,   )),
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U* is the bifunctor corresponding to v and we have by 1.1 a natural transformation

T„:     ®v. u* => ».

By 1.3 and the assumption      ®y l/=m, we have natural transformations

»Ts: D ®*. (U* ®» U) => uv,       "F0«:     ®-«? (£/ ®v. t/*) => pk.

Therefore, by 1.1, we have the following:

Proposition 1.5. There is a unique natural transformation of bifunctors

ßu: U*®v £/=>«"

/or w/î/c/î <7¡e diagram

®*. (£/* ®* C/)
«Y,

=>-Mt>

®/3^

T'
=*•/'

commutes.    □

Proposition 1.6. F/iere is a unique natural transformation of bifunctors

Yu: U ®v. U* ^ HV.[U, U]

for which the diagram

®v(U®v. U*)^ÉUvu

Yu

5* HV.[U, U]
Y„

=> UM

commutes.    D

Finally, we introduce a notion of "duality". To a bifunctor Í/: ^° x (€' -> Ab

we associate a bifunctor (7°: if'xif° -> Ab given by <_/°(C', C)=U(C, C). This

association trivially defines an equivalence of categories

[if°xif', Ab] s [«"xr.Ab],

Using 1.2 and the fact that {f€'°)a = c€', we obtain an equivalence of categories

Adj ([if', Ab], [if, Ab]) s Adj (\T, Ab], [if'°, Ab]).

For (v, u) an adjoint pair from [#", Ab] to pf, Ab], we let (u°, w°) denote the corre-

sponding adjoint pair, so that if the bifunctor U corresponds to (v, u), then U°

corresponds to (v°, u°).
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From the discussion of commutativity of the tensor product in [3], one may show

that, for bifunctors U: if? xif2 -> Ab and V: if2 xif3 -» Ab,

(£/®*a F)° ~ F0®^^0.

By direct calculation, one also shows that for bifunctors U: <ë\x(€2-^- Ab and

F:ifïxif3->Ab,

H*i[U, V] = (Hv'TU0, F°])°   and    £/* = (£/°*)°.

The reader easily shows that the "duals" of 1.4, 5, and 6 hold.

2. Small projectives and generators. Recall that an object F of a category

sé is called a smallprojective if sé(P, ) is right continuous. (For example, if R is a

ring, the small projectives of RJi are the finitely generated projective Tî-modules.)

Let [/^"xf^ Ab be a bifunctor. We shall say that U is a small if'-projective

if, for every object A of if, U(A, ) is a small projective of ["ff, Ab]. One easily sees

that this is equivalent to the functor [U, \%. being right continuous, so that by

1.1 one has the following:

Proposition 2.1. Let U: 1o° xc£' -> Ab be a bifunctor with corresponding adjoint

pair (v, u). Then U is a small ^'-projective if, and only if, Wv: ®#, U* => v is an

isomorphism.

As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following:

Theorem 2.2. Let U: ^ x(£' -> Ab be a bifunctor with (v, u) its associated

adjoint pair. Suppose that U is a small ^'-projective. Then

(a) v is right continuous and U* is its associated bifunctor;

(b) vu is right continuous having both U (£)%■ U* and H%[U, U] as associated

bifunctors ;

(c) yu: U ®<£. U* => H%\U, U] (of 1.6) is an isomorphism.    □

Recall also that a collection of objects {Dt}, of a category sé is called a generating

family if, for any two objects A and B of sé and for any two distinct morphisms

xx, x2 e sé(A, B), there is an / e / and a morphism y: Dt -*■ A for which x1y¥zx2y.

Let U: ^° x %' -> Ab be a bifunctor. We shall say that U is a ^'-generator if the

collection of functors {U(A,   ) | A an object of <&} is a generating family of [W, Ab].

We prove the following:

Theorem 2.3. Let U: if0 x if' -> Ab be a bifunctor and let ßv: U* ®v U => if'

be the natural transformation of 1.5. Then

(a) if U is a c€''-generator, ßu is an epimorphism;

(b) if there is a bifunctor V: c€'° x-¥—» Ab and a natural transformation of

bifunctors v : V ®^ U => c€' which is an epimorphism, then U is a ^'-generator.

In particular, the converse of (a) holds.
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Proof, (a) Let (v, u) be the adjoint pair associated to U, and recall the isomor-

phism 8 corresponding to (v, u) (discussed at the beginning of §1). Using 8, we have

for every object B of fé" the following:

[[U,r(B,   )h-®«U,V'(B,   )]^Mf'(S,   ),if'(ß,   )]Z8[W(B,   ),vV'(B,   )]

£ [[U, if'(/?,   )]*., [U, V(B,   )M.

One easily shows, using 1.5 and the definition of the counit, that under this iso-

morphism ßu(B,   ) corresponds to the identity on [U, f€'(B,   )]#..

Suppose W: c£'° x c£' —> Ab is a bifunctor and A: (€' => IF is a nonzero natural

transformation of bifunctors. Then there is an object B of *€' so that X(B, ):

^'(B, ) => W(B, ) is not zero. It follows easily, from the assumption that U is a

"^'-generator, that the induced natural transformation

X(B,   )*:[£/, if'(/?,   )}Z,^[U,W(B,   )fe-

is not zero. In the commutative diagram induced by X(B,   ),

[[U, if'(/?,    )\c- ®* U, if'(Z?,    )] £ [[U, if'CS,    )]„., [U, if'(/i,    )\e.}

\ I
[[[/, if'(5, yy. ®* u, w(b, )] s [[c/, t(b, )h; [u, w(b, )m

since ßu(B, ) corresponds to the identity in the upper row, X(B, )ßv(B, )

corresponds to X(B, )* in the lower row. Consequently, Xßv is not zero, which

shows that ßu must be an epimorphism.

(b) Let G, G' be functors in [^", Ab] and suppose A: G => G' is a nonzero natural

transformation. Then there is some object B of$' for which XB=/=0, and conse-

quently there is a natural transformation x:(€'(B, ) => G so that A.v^O. Since

v(B,   ): V(B,   ) ®<f U => C'(B,   ) is an epimorphism, Xxv(B,   ) + 0.

Let {Ai}, be a collection of objects of ^ for which there is an epimorphism

2, C€(A, ) => V(B, ). Therefore, (2, <€(A, )) ®«- £/ => V(B, )®<eU is an

epimorphism, so that the composition of this natural transformation with Xxv(B, )

is nonzero. But (^¡^(A, )).®» U^J,, U(A¡, ). It follows that for some ie I,

there is a natural transformation y: U(A¡, ) => G so that Aj#0. Therefore, U is

a ^'-generator.    □

3. Morita context. In this section, we generalize to bifunctors the notion of a

"Morita context" given in [2] for bimodules.

Suppose if, if' are small categories, U: if ° x if' -> Ab and F: if'0 x if -> Ab are

bifunctors, and p.: U ®«>. F => # and ^: F ®^ C/ => fé" are natural transformations.

We shall say that (U, V, p., v) forms a Morita context if and only if the diagrams

t/®y. V®VU    l®" ■>£/®y«" K®yt/®»K       <8>M-F®yg

(**) ft®i y v®i )

«• ®» 1/ »—'   U f ®*. F >^>—   F
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commute. One notes that if (U, F, p., v) forms a Morita context, so do (F, U, v, p.)

and (U°, Vo, p.°, va).

Suppose u: [if, Ab] -> [if', Ab] and v: [if', Ab] -> [if, Ab] are functors which

define an equivalence of categories. Then, in particular, both functors are right

continuous, so that by 1.1 there are bifunctors U: ^ xT -> Ab and V-.^^x^

-> Ab and isomorphisms T^: ®v U => u and Tv: ®¥. F => v. By 1.3, we

have isomorphisms Wx: ®y(U ®<#. F) => ra and Ta: ®^. (F®^ U) => wi>,

and the inverse tj_1 of the unit of the adjoint pair (v, u) and the counit e induce

unique natural transformations p.: U ®v- V => <€ and v. F®« U => <€' for which

the diagrams

®<* (U ®«- F)      1  ■■> vu

®«-if =
Y

®y(F®y U)-2-^uv

=>/ ®». if'=
Vf'

=>/'

commute.

Theorem 3.1. Let (v,u) be an adjoint pair in Adj ([^', Ab], [% Ab]) w/»'c/¡

defines an equivalence of categories, let U: #° x #' —> Ab o«i/ F: <ë"° x ^ ^ Ab èe

//¡e bifunctors associated to U and V respectively, and let p.: U ®«-. F => ̂  and

v. V ®<g U => W be the natural transformations induced by the inverse of the unit

■n'1 and by the counit e of the adjoint pair (v, u) respectively. Then (U, V, p., v) forms

a Morita context.

Proof. The identities (*) induced identities

'® 1
(i/s C( £/••> U( U-- ^U®v.^' ££/)=!,

(F^ F®<fif
1

* F ®v £/ ®v V
1

Fs F)= lv

which in turn show that the diagrams (**) commute.    □

The following theorem, which generalizes "Morita 1" of [1], provides a converse

to 3.1.

Theorem 3.2. Let if, if' be categories, U: if° x if' -» Ab and V: if'0 x if -> Ab be

bifunctors, and p.: U ®v F => <€ and v. V ®<g U ^c€' be natural transformations.

Suppose (U, V, p., v) forms a Morita context and that p. and v are epimorphisms. Then

(a) p. and v are isomorphisms,

(b) the pair (v, u), with

u=      ®VU: [if, Ab] -> [if', Ab]   and   v =

defines an equivalence of categories,

)V. V: W, Ab] -> [if, Ab],
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(c) U is a small e£'-projective and a 'tf'-generator, and V is a small ^-projective

and a ^-generator,

(d) V^U*^Uif,

(e) the natural transformations

«(,: if => HV\U, U]   and   av: if' => HV[V, V]

of 1.4 are isomorphisms.

Furthermore, (U°, Vo, p.0, v°) forms a Morita context with p.0 andv° epimorphisms,

so that (a)°-(e)° hold.

Since (F, U, v, p.) and (U°, Vo, p,°, v°) form Morita contexts and the dual of an

epimorphism of bifunctors is an epimorphism, we need only to show (a)-(e) for

U and p..

We first prove the following:

Lemma 3.3. Let W-.^x^ —> Ab be a bifunctor and t. W => « a natural trans-

formation for which the diagram

W®vW±ÈJ=>w®<e<#

T®   1

if ®y  W —

commutes. Then if r is an epimorphism, r is an isomorphism.

Proof of lemma. Suppose K: ^° x <€ -> Ab is a bifunctor and A: K => W is a

natural transformation for which tA = 0. It follows from the commutivity of (***)

that the diagram

(***) 1  ®  T \\j

K®<e<€^^=^=K^= A W

commutes. Since the top row is zero, it follows that, if t is an epimorphism, 1 ® r

is an epimorphism, so that A = 0, and consequently r is a monomorphism also. D

Proof of theorem, (a) follows easily from the Lemma by letting U ®%- F= W

and p. = T. One easily sees that the commutivity of the diagrams of (**) implies

that of (***).

(b) follows easily from (a).

(c) It follows from (b) that (v, u) is an adjoint pair, so that v^ [U, ]c-. Since v

is right continuous, U is a small "^"-projective. Since v is an epimorphism, U is a

«"-generator by 2.3(b).
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(d) By (c) and 2.2, U* is associated to v. But Fis also, so that there is a canonical

isomorphism A: F^ U* for which the diagram

®y F-> v

\\l®X |
®*. U*->v

commutes. Dually, one has V°^(U°)* = (U*)a, so that V^U*.

(e) From (d) we have a canonical isomorphism A: V^U* induced by the

identity on v. Using the characterizations of av and yu given in 1.4 and 1.6 respec-

tively, one easily shows that o-u = yu(l ® A)v_1. Since v is an isomorphism by (a),

1 ® A is an isomorphism, and yv is an isomorphism by (c) and 2.2(c), av is an

isomorphism.    □

We remark that the other statements of [2, Morita 1] are easily generalized and

proved also.

4. Progenerators and equivalences of categories. Let U: «° x«" -> Ab be a bi-

functor. We shall say that U is a %-'€' progenerator if U is a small if'-projective

«"-generator and an:f => Hr,[U, U] is an isomorphism. (This generalizes the

definition of an R-S progenerator given in [2].) In this section we show that these

are precisely the bifunctors whose associated adjoint pairs define equivalences of

categories. In fact, we have the following:

Theorem 4.1. Let U: «° x if ' -> Ab be a bifunctor, and let (v, u) be its associated

adjoint pair in Adj ([«', Ab], [i?, Ab]). Then the following are equivalent:

(a) (v, u) defines an equivalence of categories;

(b) U is a «-«' progenerator;

(c) (v°, u°) defines an equivalence of categories;

(d) U° is a if'°-if° progenerator.

Proof. One easily shows, using 3.1 and 3.2, that (a) => (b) and (a) => (c) and, by

duality, (c) => (d) and (c) => (a).

Suppose U is a if-«" progenerator and let F= U*. Since U is a small «"-projec-

tive, we have by 2.2 that F is associated to v and that yv: U ®w V => H&[U, U]

is an isomorphism. Since au: « => H<g.[U, U] is assumed to be an isomorphism,

p.: U ®'g. V => «, defined by p. = af¡1yu, is an isomorphism. Since U is a «"-genera-

tor, v. V ®%' U => «', defined by v = ßv, is an epimorphism by 2.3(a). Using 1.4,

1.5, and 1.6, one easily shows that the identities (*) induce the identities

(U%<€ 8y(/^litfy.[Cf, V] ®y uZ==MLu®«. V®« L/?-®^> U ®y V g U) = lu

(Kg V®-é<êl^^>V^H<i.[U,U]^l^v®vU®^v'^MX^'^.V^ V) = lv
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so that (U, V, p., v) forms a Morita context (i.e. the diagrams of (**) commute).

Furthermore, (U, V, p., v) satisfies the hypotheses of 3.2, so that by 3.2(b), (v, u)

defines an equivalence of categories. Thus, (b) => (a) and dually (d) => (c).    □

Corollary 4.2. If Ux: «î xif2 -> Ab is a <€x-<€2 progenerator and U2: «2 xif3

-> Ab is a «2-«3 progenerator, then Ux ®v2 U2 is a «i-«3 progenerator.

Proof. This follows from 1.3, 4.1, and the fact that composition of equivalences

of categories is an equivalence of categories.    □

For a category sé, let Aut (sé) denote the isomorphism classes of functors

u: sé -> sé for which there is a v: s/ -> sé such that (v, u) defines an equivalence

of categories. Clearly Aut (sf) is a group under composition.

Corollary 4.3. Let « be a small category. Then the isomorphism classes oftf-t?

progenerators form a group under tensor products of functors and the assignment

i/i->      ®v U defines a group isomorphism from this group to Aut ([«, Ab]).

Proof. This is clear, once we note that the inverse of U is U*.    □
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